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serviceIt’s all about

Award-winning interior designer Jenny Blanc believes bespoke
services are the future for private clients and developers creating

dream homes in the Caribbean
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As Jenny Blanc puts the finishing touches to
her vision for a new portfolio of services
created for 2011 and beyond, we find out
more about her talent for creating beautiful
interiors abroad.

What have you learnt from the 14 years
you’ve been creating homes in the
Caribbean?
“Many of our clients have usually spent some
years holidaying in the Caribbean, and
buying a property on their dream island is a
very important step. Once they’ve completed
all of the arduous legal paperwork required for
buying a property, what their home will look
and feel like is the next big consideration. It’s
also fulfilling a vision in many cases.

“Shopping is very local in the Caribbean and
large interior showrooms do not really exist.
Furnishing a whole property takes careful
planning and knowledge of what truly works
in the Tropics, where to get it from and how
best to get it there.”

Why is project managing so crucial?
“There is so much to consider regarding a
property abroad. Every aspect needs to be
overseen as one is dealing with different
cultures and different ways of working in the
Caribbean. Shipping, and the importing of
goods, is now something we have down to a
fine art, but it’s taken a very long time for us
to fine tune a service which runs efficiently and
smoothly to ensure that the contents of a
complete home arrive safely, get through
customs successfully and reach the property
on the date expected.

“The installation of a complete home is the
next big hurdle that needs to be orchestrated
right from the beginning of the project. The
Caribbean works to a different time frame, and
this all needs to be factored in. Liaising with
local architects, landscapers and contractors
requires another large chunk of knowledge.
The best possible scenario for us is that we
become involved at the build stage on new
properties so we can be aware of every aspect

that truly makes a beautiful home, right
down to where plugs and air conditioning units
are positioned. When these design aspects are
not thought through as crucial to the project,
it can be very difficult making rooms truly
work for a client without incurring extra
expense or delays.

“The same applies to established properties
whereby our input can contribute to the
success of any new ideas that the client may
have. We can really help and advise over many
different and practical requirements in a way
that can save money in the long run and we
can deal with any unforeseen complications.

“We make sure that everything regarding
the property is in place for the installation
prior to our design team overseeing the
completion of every room and space, inside
and out. Just the unpacking of items can take
up to a week, and it’s hard for clients to
quantify just what is involved. Thankfully,
they don’t have to worry about this as it is all
part of the service.”

You are launching a new Caribbean-
focused furniture collection. Tell us a little
more about it.
“This has really come about in response to
customers contacting us for our furniture
knowledge, and also from us recognising
what is not available in the Caribbean.
Having now worked for many years in the
Tropics, we have learnt just what makes for a
successful commission. The temperatures
throughout the year are hot, but in these
islands it is the combination of heat, humidity,
sunlight and salt air which can do so much
damage. Furniture is tested in these conditions,
so buying the most resilient brands is essential.

“We are collaborating with a handful of our
favourite tried-and-tested companies to
produce a hand picked collection that covers
every consideration required by either private
clients, restaurants, hotels or residential
developers. All part of the service is space
planning which is so crucial in the Caribbean
where you are dealing with very different and

very large spaces in relation to terraces and
verandahs. The wrong furniture choice can be
dwarfed by the space, and the configurations
of furniture need to work with the way
people want to experience the Caribbean.”

You have a reputation for adding every last
detail to a project. Explain why this is so
important to you.
“Working with a client to create a dream home
is a very personal process. You get to know
what they like, and what they are trying to
achieve in terms of a lifestyle experience. My
buying trips take me around the world, and I’m
constantly stimulated with ideas to suit each
client’s project. Introducing them to beautiful
items is all part of the design process and as
a designer, finishing each room down to the
very last detail is an important conclusion to
the commission.

“Once we’ve finished a property and a high
level of trust and confidence has developed
between us and the client, we continue to ▶

FIRST PAGE This established property was renovated

to make the very most of the large and imposing

living spaces. A comfortable sitting room away from

the verandah has been beautifully integrated into a

large hallway. Every accessory is chosen to bring a

classic Caribbean feel to the environment.

FACING PAGE Here, an Oriental feel, at the client’s

request, appears very much at home in the master

bedroom of the new property in Barbados. Every

material has been chosen to work well in the

climate, letting the scheme not only look good but

feel good too. This attention to every choice made

for furniture and finishes provides a home that can

really last the test of time.

THIS PAGE Verandahs and terraces are very important

living areas in the Caribbean. On a very large

terrace, space planning is crucial to create

configurations of furniture which provide a variety

of relaxed areas for different activities. Only by

choosing the right standard and quality of

materials, can furniture be left out all year round.
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suggest and order accessories and bespoke
items on their behalf. With this in mind, we
are putting the finishing touches to a new
service that will offer the very best accessories
right the way across the Caribbean – it will also
be an invaluable service to homeowners in
Europe as well. The online service will be
backed up by a very personal service which
covers everything from selecting, packing
and shipping. The client just needs to enjoy the
choosing aspect, and we do the rest.

“We’ll also be able to service every type of
property – this will involve collating the
complete shopping list of basics for a four-
bedroom home in Barbados to shipping
exquisite hand-blown glass verandah votives
sourced in Italy to Mustique. We’ll craft our
service to suit the client using our extensive
knowledge of creating homes abroad.”

Tell us about one of your most recent
projects that has proved challenging to the
design team?
“We are currently working on an exciting
project for a new property on one of the more
private island in Turks & Caicos. This is a
challenging territory in terms of interior
design, but we have applied the same principles
we stand by to make the creation of this home
as stress-free as possible for our clients.

“The Cays are an exclusive destination and
every care is taken to not over develop or
disturb what is a very beautiful part of the
world. We have secured good local services
where we can, but the success will come
from the project managing we have put in
place from day one. It’s going to be a very
beautiful property with inspiration taken
from the driftwood on the shore to the
colours of the ocean and sky. We see it being
a reflection of the landscape and everything
around it.” ■
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TOP Accessorising a home is all part of the design process. A new service Jenny Blanc Interiors plans to roll

out in 2011 will offer clients beautiful and useful accessories sourced worldwide – and just a phone call

away. The service will also include the complete kitting out of a home down to the very last detail for

time-poor clients.

ABOVE Jenny Blanc is working closely with the new Beachlands development in Barbados. The marketing

suite gives just an inkling as to the elegant interior design ideas being adopted. Jenny has chosen

international furniture companies combined with the very best traditional designs made locally and to her

to exacting specifications.
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